
 

 

 

Visec Case Study  
Restaurant / Club Management 

 

Case Study: Club Management 

Who: Dominick Reynolds and his Restaurant/Club  
 
Challenges Faced: Club looking for a good security system at a good price point. 

Summary: Club Owner Dominick is a busy person. Besides managing his club and restaurant he 
is involved in other business investments. 

He travels a lot and is not always able to be physically present at his club. During the club's 
most popular hours, he must ensure its operations are efficiently managed to maintain an 
image that he has worked so hard to attain. 

This means cleanliness, safety, proper management, and keeping an eye on the patrons as well 
as the employees. Dominick had sifted through numerous alarm companies but was unsure 



 

 

 

what course of action to take. He needed a company to provide a recommendation given his 
limited budget. 

Visec Solution: Visec consultants installed 32 camera systems using both infrared and 
megapixel camera technology. The cameras are able to see in low light and even in the dark. 
Dominick was pleased with the competitive pricing that he received. 

Visec surveillance systems allow Dominick to monitor his restaurant/club regardless of where 
he is. Whether he is at home, on his smart phone or traveling, Dominick is able to keep an eye 
on his club and watch live or recorded video of what's happening. 

When Dominick travels, he is still able to watch live/recorded video of his businesses from 
anywhere in the world. Dominick was financially limited with resources and the Visec team 
made sure that his budget was maximized to give him the best solution. 

Scalability 

The Visec system, like every system installed is scalable. That means that should Dominick need 
additional cameras or additional technology, his system could grow as his needs do. In the 
future, Dominick may elect to incorporate the Visec License Plate Recognition System that 
would allow him to keep track of all his customers' cars. 

This system could work in conjunction with his Valet Parking Service utilizing the Visec License 
Plate Recognition System. 

Car enters --> License plate recorded ----> Gate opens --->Ticket prints 
Full video surveillance of cars entering and exiting, GPS location logged 

Additionally, Dominic may decide that in the future he wants sensors on his doors/windows, 
temperature sensors on his refrigerator, etc. This can all be tied into the Visec Automation 
Technology (VAT) system. Dominick never has to worry about the Visec system becoming 
obsolete. He can add more cameras, sensors, a larger storage system, Emergency Power, etc. 

 


